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                    Meet Our Ambassador

                              Kathleen Alleaume

                              
                        We believe that good food is good for you. Which is why we work with Kathleen Alleaume - a nutritionist and exercise physiologist, mum of three and founder of The Right Balance.
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          What people ask us most
Got a question? We’d be happy to answer it in. in fact, lots of people ask us questions all the time. Have a look through some of the most frequently asked questions and if you can’t find the answer you’re looking for you then simply get in touch.
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                Have Uncle Tobys Vita Brits changed?

              

                                                        
                In January 2021, we made a few small changes to our Uncle Tobys Vita Brits recipe and packaging. Rest assured our biscuits are still made using 100% Australian whole grain wheat with a dash of salt and absolutely no added sugar. The technique we use to make our Vita Brits has changed resulting in a more compact biscuit. We’ve updated the type of salt we use and replaced the seal on the inner bag with a fold over close. Each serve of Uncle Tobys Vita Brits continues to provide a nutritious and delicious breakfast and you can view product details here.

              

                          

                        
                            
                Is UNCLE TOBYS oats packaging recyclable?

              

                                                        
                All the outer cartons of UNCLE TOBYS oats products are paper-based and suitable for kerbside recycling.
UNCLE TOBYS has rolled out a kerbside recyclable, paper-based sachet for the Delicious Blends range. The new paper-based packaging is made with a thin barrier coating material that enables adequate sealing to maintain the flavour and quality of your morning oats.
Do good and recycle these sachets in your home recycling bin.  By recycling these Delicious Blends sachets, consumers will help to divert more than 10 tonnes of packaging from landfill to the paper recycling stream in 2024.
The sachets for all other Quick Sachet Oats products are not designed for recycling, but we are on track to achieve this by the end of 2025.

              

                          

                        
                            
                Do Uncle Tobys® products contain palm oil?

              

                                                        
                Some ingredients in our cereals and snacks may contain sustainably sourced RSPO certified palm oil. For more information about our palm oil sourcing policy, click here.

              

                          

                        
                            
                Where do you source your grains?

              

                                                        
                Uncle Tobys has been processing oats since 1893 and we only source our Oats from local farmers in Australia. Most of our Oats come from within 250km of the Uncle Tobys factory in Wahgunyah by the banks of the the Murray river.

              

                          

                        
                            
                How do I cook oats to get the best result?

              

                                                        
                Check out our fail safe guides for cooking the perfect bowl of porridge.

              

                          

                        
                            
                How can I prevent my oats over-flowing when cooking in the microwave?

              

                                                        
                Try cooking your oats in the 30 second intervals, stirring in between, to ensure a nice, evenly cooked bowl without the over-flow.

              

                          

                        
                            
                Do you use genetically modified ingredients?

              

                                                        
                At Uncle Tobys we don't use genetically modified ingredients, as defined by food regulations. We also require our suppliers to ensure that they don't supply genetically modified ingredients to us.

              

                          

                      

        

              

    

  



              

  

  

  
    
      
                  Here’s where you sign up for more great stuff

                          Join the Uncle Tobys Rewards Program for your chance to enter competitions, preview new product launches, attend exclusive events and stay up to date with the latest Uncle Tobys news happening around Australia. Plus we'll help you keep goodness tasting great with delicious oat inspired recipes.
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The Uncle Tobys team acknowledges the First Peoples – the Traditional Owners of the lands where we live and work. We recognise their continuing connection to land, water, and community. We respect and honour Elders past, present, and emerging.
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              Subscribe to Uncle Tobys for your chance to preview new product launches, attend exclusive events and get all the latest news and recipes.
            

            

            

          

        

      

      

    

        
        
        
    

    



    
  


